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In this paper, we show that the moving average and series representations of fractional
Brownian motion can be obtained using the spectral theory of vibrating strings. The
representations are shown to be consequences of general theorems valid for a large class of
second-order processes with stationary increments. Speciﬁcally, we use the 1–1 relation
discovered by M.G. Krein between spectral measures of continuous second-order processes
with stationary increments and differential equations describing the vibrations of a string with
a certain length and mass distribution.
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In recent years, there has been signiﬁcant progress in the study of the fractional
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Hurst index equals 1
2
). Representations of the fBm in terms of simpler, better
understood processes are therefore of great importance. A key result in this respect is
the moving average representation
X t ¼
Z t
0
wtðuÞdW u (1.1)
of the fBm X as a stochastic integral of a deterministic kernel wt with respect to an
ordinary Brownian motion W. See for instance Molchan [19], Decreusefond and
U¨stu¨nel [6], Norros et al. [21], Nuzman and Poor [23] or Pipiras and Taqqu [24] for
various proofs of this result. The moving average representation allows us to obtain
results regarding for instance prediction, absolute continuity, maximal inequalities,
stochastic calculus, etc. (cf. e.g. [6,21,22,18,24,27], to mention but a few). More
generally, it allows us to apply the results and techniques available for general
Volterra processes to the fBm (see e.g. [2,3,13] for such results).
In this paper, we present an approach to (1.1) which has remained unexplored so
far. The method also yields a new proof of the series representation of the fBm
obtained recently in Dzhaparidze and Van Zanten [11]. The presented approach is
not just yet another ad hoc method applicable only to the fBm. On the contrary, the
purpose of the paper is to show that the moving average and series representations of
the fBm are in fact special cases of results for a much wider class of second-order
processes with stationary increments (si-processes). Since there is an increasing
interest in general Gaussian si-processes as building blocks for models (cf. e.g.
[1,15,17,4]), it seems quite relevant to explore methods that allow us to understand
the structure of such processes better.
The approach we take was pioneered by M.G. Krein in the 1950s. He investigated
problems like interpolation and prediction for stationary processes. The central
observation of Krein was that there is a 1–1 relationship between symmetric, Borel
measures m on the line satisfying
Z
mðdlÞ
1þ l2o1 (1.2)
and differential operators of the form f 7!df 0=dm associated with a vibrating string
with mass distribution m. Roughly speaking, the measure m associated with a string
describes the kinetic energy of the string as it vibrates at different frequencies. When
combined with the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs) of entire
functions of de Branges [5], very precise results are obtained concerning the structure
of (subspaces of) L2ðmÞ. The general Krein–de Branges theory can be found in Dym
and McKean [8] and is recalled for convenience in Section 2 of this paper.
The relevance of this theory for the study of second-order si-processes is easily
explained. It is a classical fact that for a continuous, centered, second-order
si-process X ¼ ðX tÞtX0 there exists a unique symmetric Borel measure m on the line
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EX sX t ¼
Z
R
ðeilt 	 1Þðe	ils 	 1Þ
l2
mðdlÞ (1.3)
for s; tX0 (see e.g. [7, Section XI.11]). Using the Krein–de Branges theory we can
associate a unique string with m and obtain results on the analytic structure of L2ðmÞ.
Using (1.3) again these translate into probabilistic results for the process X.
To obtain concrete results for a speciﬁc process, one has to compute the mass
distribution m associated with the given measure m appearing in (1.3). In general this
is a nontrivial task. Krein carried it out for spectra with rational densities and some
other examples, see Dym and McKean [8, Chapter 6]. For the fBm, the spectral
measure m in (1.3) is given by
mðdlÞ ¼ cH jlj1	2H dl,
where cH ¼ ðGð1þ 2HÞ sin pHÞ=ð2pÞ (see for instance [26,29]). The string associated
with this measure has, as far we know, never been computed, except for the standard
Brownian case H ¼ 1
2
. In Section 4.1 of the present paper the string associated with
the fBm is identiﬁed. We prove it is the inﬁnitely long string with mass distribution
mðxÞ ¼ CHxð1	HÞ=H , for some explicitly given constant CH .
In particular, we will see that the mass distribution arising from the fBm is
smooth. For such smooth mass distributions we derive a number of results on the
structure of L2ðmÞ from the general Krein–de Branges theory in Section 3. Specialized
to the fBm case, we rediscover the results ﬁrst presented in Dzhaparidze and Van
Zanten [11] on the structure of the space LT , deﬁned as the closure in L
2ðmÞ of the
span of the collection of functions fl 7!ðexpðiltÞ 	 1Þ=il : tpTg. The results show
thatLT is a RKHS and we obtain an explicit expression for the reproducing kernel.
Moreover, we construct a Fourier-type transform on LT and exhibit an explicit
orthogonal basis. Using the isometry (1.3) these results on the structure of LT
translate into results on the structure of the process X.
The essential difference with Dzhaparidze and Van Zanten [11] is that in the latter
paper we took the moving average representation as given, and used it to derive the
results for L2ðmÞ. In the present paper the order is reversed. In Section 4 we ﬁrst
derive the results on the structure of L2ðmÞ from the general theory of vibrating
strings, without assuming the moving average representation. Then in Section 5 we
obtain the moving average and series representations of the fBm as easy
consequences.
The identiﬁcation of the string associated with the fBm also sheds some light on
the form of frequency domain results for the fBm obtained in previous papers. In
Dzhaparidze and Ferreira [9] and Dzhaparidze and Van Zanten [10,11] we observed
that Bessel functions play an important role in the frequency domain, but the deeper
reason for their appearance remained unclear. The results in Section 4 of the present
paper explain what is going on. It turns out that the spectral measure of the fBm is
the principle spectral measure of a differential equation whose eigenfunctions are
expressed in terms of Bessel functions (see Corollary 4.3). Properties of Bessel
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we refer to the classic Watson [28], or for instance Lebedev [16].2. Elements of the spectral theory of vibrating strings
In this section, we recall the elements of the spectral theory of vibrating strings
relevant to the study of stochastic processes with stationary increments. This theory
was developed by M.G. Krein in the 1950s (see e.g. the historical remarks in [14]). It
becomes particularly useful for our purposes when combined with the theory of
RKHSs of entire functions of de Branges [5]. In Sections 2.1–2.8 we essentially
follow the presentation of this material given in Dym and McKean [8, Chapters 5
and 6]. Omitted proofs and further details can be found there.
2.1. Mathematical description of a vibrating string
Consider a number lp1 and a nonnegative, right-continuous, nondecreasing
function m on the interval ½0; lÞ. The number l is interpreted as the length of a string
in equilibrium, x 2 ½0; l is thought of as a location on the string, x ¼ 0
corresponding to the left endpoint and x ¼ l to the right endpoint, and mðxÞ is
interpreted as the mass of the piece of string from the left endpoint up to (and
including) the point x. The jump of m at the point xX0 is denoted by
DmðxÞ ¼ mðxÞ 	mðx	Þ, and mð0	Þ ¼ 0.
From classical mechanics we know that the motion of the vibrating string is
described by the solutions u ¼ uðt; xÞ of the wave equation
m0utt ¼ uxx,
at least when m is a smooth function. The number 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðxÞ
p
can be interpreted as
the local propagation speed of the travelling wave, in the sense that it takes a wave
TðxÞ ¼
Z x
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy (2.1)
time units to travel from the point 0 to x.
One way of analyzing the vibrating string is to begin by looking at periodic
solutions u of the form
uðt; xÞ ¼ Aðx; lÞeilt,
where l is a ﬁxed frequency and A describes the amplitude. For u of this form the
wave equation reduces to the ordinary differential equation
A00ðx; lÞ ¼ 	l2m0ðxÞAðx; lÞ (2.2)
for the function A. Note that the kinetic energy of the string which vibrates at the
frequency l is given by
1
2
Z
jutðt; xÞj2 dmðxÞ ¼
1
2
l2kAð; lÞk2
L2ðmÞ. (2.3)
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symmetric measure m on R which has the property that
R ð1þ l2Þ	1 mðdlÞo1, and
such that l2=mðdlÞ can be interpreted as the kinetic energy of the string which
vibrates at the frequency l. In the remainder of this section we recall the construction
of this so-called principal spectral measure of a string and some additional facts that
we need below.
2.2. Differential operator associated with a string
For general, not necessarily smooth mass distribution functions m, the eigenvalue
problem (2.2) can be written as
dAþ
dm
¼ 	l2A.
Here f þ denotes the right-hand side derivative of the function f and, similarly, f 	 is
the left derivative. If we restrict the operator A 7!dAþ=dm to an appropriate domain
it becomes a self-adjoint, negative deﬁnite, densely deﬁned operator on the Hilbert
space L2ðmÞ ¼ L2ð½0; l; mÞ. We will denote this operator by G, and its domain
by DðGÞ.
The ﬁrst requirement on f 2 DðGÞ is of course that Gf ¼ df þ=dm exists, by which
we mean that we can write
f ðxÞ ¼ f ð0Þ þ f 	ð0Þxþ
Z x
0
Z
½0;y
Gf ðzÞdmðzÞ
 
dy (2.4)
for x 2 ½0; lÞ. We think of functions in DðGÞ as being deﬁned on the entire real line
by putting m constant outside ½0; l, so that f ðxÞ ¼ f ð0Þ þ xf 	ð0Þ for xp0 and
f ðxÞ ¼ f ðlÞ þ ðx	 lÞf þðlÞ for xXl if lo1.
Secondly, the functions in DðGÞ have to satisfy the appropriate boundary
conditions. To make G self-adjoint we need to impose the boundary condition
f 	ð0Þ ¼ 0 at the left endpoint of the string. For a long string, meaning that
l þmðl	Þ ¼ 1, this is the only boundary condition and the situation can be
summarized as follows, see Dym and McKean [8, Sections 5.1 and 5.2].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that l þmðl	Þ ¼ 1. Then there exists a dense subset DðGÞ of
L2ðmÞ such that every f 2 DðGÞ has left and right derivatives, satisfies f 	ð0Þ ¼ 0, and
the operator G : DðGÞ ! L2ðmÞ given by Gf ¼ df þ=dm is well defined, self-adjoint,
and negative definite.
If the string is short, i.e. l þmðl	Þo1, we also have to prescribe how the string is
tied down at the right end point. On this side of the string there is a continuum
of possible boundary conditions, each leading to a self-adjoint, negative
deﬁnite operator. The condition can be described by introducing an additional
tying constant k 2 ½0;1 and prescribing that f ðl þ kÞ ¼ 0 for f 2 DðGÞ. Since
f ðl þ kÞ ¼ f ðlÞ þ kf þðlÞ, this means that f ðlÞ þ kf þðlÞ ¼ 0. For k ¼ 1 this should be
interpreted as f þðlÞ ¼ 0. The following theorem summarizes the situation for short
strings, cf. of Dym and McKean [8, Sections 5.1 and 5.2].
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subset DðGÞ of L2ðmÞ such that every f 2 DðGÞ has left and right derivatives, satisfies
f 	ð0Þ ¼ 0 and f ðlÞ þ kf þðlÞ ¼ 0, and the operator G : DðGÞ ! L2ðmÞ given by
Gf ¼ df þ=dm is well defined, self-adjoint, and negative definite.
Eq. (2.4) shows that for f 2 DðGÞ, it holds that
f þðxÞ 	 f 	ðxÞ ¼ Gf ðxÞDmðxÞ.
So, if the mass function m is continuous, every function in DðGÞ is differentiable.
Moreover, it holds that if m is absolutely continuous, with derivative m0, then
Gf ¼ f 00=m0 for all f 2 DðGÞ.
2.3. Solutions of the eigenvalue problem
Since the operator G : DðGÞ ! L2ðmÞ is self-adjoint and negative deﬁnite, its
spectrum sðGÞ is contained in ð	1; 0. Hence, the second-order ordinary differential
equation GA ¼ 	l2A cannot have a solution in DðGÞ if l2 is not a real, nonnegative
number. However, the equation does have solutions for every l2 2 C. Throughout
the paper we denote by A ¼ Að; lÞ the solution of
GAð; lÞ ¼ 	l2Að; lÞ; Að0; lÞ ¼ 1; A	ð0; lÞ ¼ 0.
For l2 outside ½0;1Þ, a complementary solution D ¼ Dð; lÞ of the equation can
be constructed by setting
Dðx; lÞ ¼ Aðx; lÞ
Z lþk
x
1
A2ðy; lÞ dy.
If the string is short the function 1=A2 is integrable, so D is well deﬁned. In the case
of a long string the integral is to be taken from x to1, and it exists as an improper
integral. The function D ¼ Dð; lÞ satisﬁes
GDð; lÞ ¼ 	l2Dð; lÞ; D	ð0; lÞ ¼ 	1.
It is constructed in such a way that for the Wronskian of A and D, we have
AþD	 ADþ ¼ A	D	 AD	 ¼ 1.
A third function that will play an important role below is deﬁned by
Bðx; lÞ ¼ 	 1
l
Aþðx; lÞ.
It satisﬁes dB ¼ lAdm and Bð0; lÞ ¼ lDmð0Þ.
2.4. Resolvents of the string operator
For l2 outside ½0;1Þ the operator 	l2I 	 G is invertible, so that the resolvent
Rl ¼ ð	l2I 	 GÞ	1
is well deﬁned. For all l2 outside ½0;1Þ we have that Rl : L2ðmÞ ! L2ðmÞ is a
bounded, self-adjoint operator. Its image, which is DðGÞ, is dense in L2ðmÞ.
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terms of the ‘‘eigenfunctions’’ A and D of the operator G we introduced in the
previous subsection. We deﬁne
rlðx; yÞ ¼
Aðx; lÞDðy; lÞ if xpy;
Aðy; lÞDðx; lÞ if xXy:
(
(2.5)
The following result can be found in Dym and McKean [8, Section 5.4].
Theorem 2.3. For l2 outside ½0;1Þ, it holds that
Rlf ðxÞ ¼
Z
½0;l
rlðx; yÞf ðyÞdmðyÞ.
2.5. Spectral measure of a string
If the string is short, so l þmðl	Þo1, the spectrum of the operator G is
f	l2n : n ¼ 1; 2; . . .g, where l1; l2; . . . are the nonnegative roots of the equation
kAþðl; lÞ þ Aðl; lÞ ¼ 0 (2.6)
(as in Section 2.2, this should be read for k ¼ 1 as Aþðl; lÞ ¼ 0, or, equivalently,
Bðl; lÞ ¼ 0). The corresponding eigenfunctions are the functions Að; lnÞ. Now we
construct a symmetric measure m on the real line by putting mass
p
2kAð; lnÞk2L2ðmÞ
at the points ln. We remark that m has a clear physical interpretation. Up to a
constant, the mass mðflngÞ is equal to l2n=KðlnÞ, where KðlÞ is the kinetic energy of
the string which vibrates at the frequency l (cf. (2.3)). The measure m is called the
principal spectral measure of the string. For l2 outside ½0;1Þ, the resolvent kernel rl
can be expressed in terms of the measure m and the eigenfunctions of the string:
rlðx; yÞ ¼
1
p
Z
R
Aðx;oÞAðy;oÞ
o2 	 l2 mðdoÞ. (2.7)
Note that this implies in particular that we have the integrability propertyZ
R
mðdoÞ
1þ o2 ¼ prið0; 0Þo1.
For long strings the spectral measure can be constructed by ﬁrst cutting the string
to make it short, and then letting the cutting point tend to inﬁnity. The resulting
measure is then no longer discrete, in general, but the spectral representation (2.7) of
the resolvent kernel still holds. Moreover, there is only one measure with this
property.
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and (2.7) we have
Dð0; ibÞ ¼ ribð0; 0Þ ¼
1
p
Z
R
mðdlÞ
b2 þ l2
for real-valued b. The symmetric measure m is completely determined by the values
of the integrals on the right-hand side for b 2 R (see e.g. [8, p. 16]). Hence, m is
completely determined by the values Dð0; ibÞ for b 2 R.
The complete theorem reads as follows, cf. Dym and McKean [8, Section 5.5].
Theorem 2.4. For every given string there exists a unique symmetric measure m on R
such that (2.7) holds. Conversely, given a symmetric measure m on R such that
R ð1þ
l2Þ	1 mðdlÞo1 there exists a unique string for which (2.7) holds true.
In view of this theorem, the following deﬁnition makes sense.
Deﬁnition 2.5. The principal spectral measure of the string is the unique measure m
which satisﬁes (2.7).
2.6. Odd and even transforms
Now let m be the principal spectral measure of the string and let L2evenðmÞ, resp.
L2oddðmÞ, be the space of even, resp. odd, functions in L2ðmÞ. The functions A and B
deﬁned in Section 2.3 give rise to integral transformations onto these function
spaces. The two following theorems summarize their properties, see Dym and
McKean [8, Section 5.7].
Theorem 2.6. The map Teven : L
2ðmÞ ! L2evenðmÞ defined by
Tevenf ðlÞ ¼
Z
½0;l
Aðx; lÞf ðxÞdmðxÞ
is one to one and onto. Its inverse is given by
T	1evencðxÞ ¼
1
p
Z
R
Aðx; lÞcðlÞmðdlÞ.
It holds that kTeven f k2L2ðmÞ ¼ pkf k2L2ðmÞ.
So, up to a factor
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
, the map Teven is a Hilbert space isometry between L
2ðmÞ
and L2evenðmÞ. As usual in this kind of setting, the integrals in the statement of the
theorem should be interpreted in the wide sense: for short strings they converge
as ordinary Lebesgue integrals, but for long strings they may only converge in an
L2-sense.
The domain of the corresponding map into L2oddðmÞ is a subspace X of
L2ð½0; l þ k;dxÞ, where k is the tying constant if the string is short, and k ¼ 0 if it
is long. For ko1, X is deﬁned as the space of functions in L2ð½0; l þ k; dxÞ which
are constant on mass-free intervals. For k ¼ 1 we require in addition that the
functions vanish on ½l;1.
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Todd f ðlÞ ¼
Z lþk
0
Bðx; lÞf ðxÞdx
is one to one and onto. Its inverse is given by
T	1oddcðxÞ ¼
1
p
Z
R
Bðx; lÞcðlÞmðdlÞ.
It holds that kToddf k2L2ðmÞ ¼ pkf k2L2ðRÞ.
If the spectral measure m has an atom at o (and hence also at 	o), Theorem 2.6
states that
T	1evenð1f	og þ 1fogÞ ¼
2
p
Að;oÞmðfogÞ.
Hence, under the even transform the function 1f	og þ 1fog 2 L2evenðmÞ corresponds to
a function in L2ðmÞ describing a vibration at frequency o, with weight, or power,
2mðfogÞ=p. In general, the theorem allows us to think of an arbitrary element c 2
L2ðmÞ as a frequency domain description of a vibration of the string, 2cðlÞmðdlÞ=p
being the contribution of frequency l.
Note that if we apply the Parseval relation kTevenf k2L2ðmÞ ¼ pkf k2L2ðmÞ for the even
transform with f ¼ 1fxg we see that for all x,Z
R
A2ðx; lÞmðdlÞ ¼ p
DmðxÞ .
In particular, it holds that the principal spectral measure m has ﬁnite total mass if and
only if Dmð0Þ40.
2.7. RKHS of entire functions associated with a string
We now come to the description of the structure of L2ðmÞ. The central result is that
for short strings, this space is a RKHS of entire functions of the type studied by de
Branges [5]. The reproducing kernel can be expressed in terms of the functions A and
B introduced in Section 2.3.
Throughout this section, we consider a string with length l, mass distribution m and
tying constant k. The following result is proved in Dym and McKean [8, Section 6.3].
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that the string is short, so l þmðl	Þo1. Then L2ðmÞ is a
RKHS of entire functions. The reproducing kernel is given by
Kðo; lÞ ¼ Aðl þ k
0;oÞBðl; lÞ 	 Bðl;oÞAðl þ k0; lÞ
pðl	 oÞ , (2.8)
where k0 ¼ k if ko1 and k0 ¼ 0 if k ¼ 1.
Some remarks are in order regarding this theorem. First of all, the elements of
L2ðmÞ are equivalence classes of functions. To say that L2ðmÞ is a space of entire
functions means that every element admits an entire version. If we consider such an
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smooth version. Secondly, the evaluation of the function A on the right of l should
be interpreted as explained in Section 2.1, i.e.
Aðl þ k0; lÞ ¼ Aðl; lÞ þ k0Aþðl; lÞ ¼ Aðl; lÞ 	 k0lBðl; lÞ.
The fact that Kðo; lÞ is the reproducing kernel means that Kðo; Þ 2 L2ðmÞ for all
o 2 R and for c 2 L2ðmÞ,Z
cðlÞKðo; lÞmðdlÞ ¼ hc; Kðo; ÞiL2ðmÞ ¼ cðoÞ.
Finally, we note that expression (2.8) of course only makes sense for oal. Since
l 7!Kðo; lÞ is smooth, however, Kðo;oÞ is given by the limit for l! o of the right-
hand side of (2.8). Observe that Kðo;oÞ ¼ hKðo; Þ; Kðo; ÞiL2ðmÞX0.
For long strings, the situation is more complicated and we can only describe the
analytic structure of certain subspaces of L2ðmÞ. For T40 we deﬁne L2T ðmÞ as the
closure in L2ðmÞ of the linear span of the collection of functions
l 7! e
ilt 	 1
il
: jtjpT
 	
.
At this point it is useful to introduce some additional notation. Note that
ðeilt 	 1Þ=il ¼ 1^ð0;tðlÞ, where 1A is the indicator function of the set A and f^ denotes
the Fourier transform of the function f, deﬁned by
f^ ðlÞ ¼
Z
eiulf ðuÞdu.
If V is a linear space and W is a subset of V, we denote the span of W by spW . The
closure of this span in V is denoted by spW . Using these notations, we have
L2T ðmÞ ¼ spf1^ð0;t : jtjpTg.
As the next theorem explains, the functions in L2T ðmÞ correspond to motions of a
ﬁnite piece of the string. For T40, we deﬁne xðTÞ as the smallest root xX0 of the
equation
T ¼
Z x
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy, (2.9)
where m0 is the derivative of the absolute continuous part of m. Note that the
function xðTÞ is the inverse of the function TðxÞ deﬁned by (2.1). Hence, a wave
starting at location x ¼ 0 at time zero arrives at location xðTÞ at time T.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose that 0oTo
R l
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy. Then L2T ðmÞ ¼ L2ðmT Þ, where mT is
the principal spectral measure of the string with length xðTÞ, the same mass distribution
m, and tying constant k ¼ 1. In particular, L2T ðmÞ is a RKHS of entire functions and
its reproducing kernel is given by
KT ðo; lÞ ¼
AðxðTÞ;oÞBðxðTÞ; lÞ 	 BðxðTÞ;oÞAðxðTÞ; lÞ
pðl	 oÞ . (2.10)
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Firstly, it is stated on p. 241 that LT ðmÞ (ZT in the notation of the book) equals the
span of the class of functions in L2ðmÞ of exponential type strictly smaller than T.
Under the condition of the theorem, the latter space is identiﬁed on p. 244 as the so-
called Krein space K	 attached to xðTÞ. By the ampliﬁcation on p. 236 this space is
the de Brange space associated with the function EðlÞ ¼ AðxðTÞ; lÞ 	 iBðxðTÞ; lÞ.
This is a RKHS of entire functions which has (2.10) as reproducing kernel. &
2.8. Orthogonal basis of the RKHS
By combining a number of the result recalled thus far, we can obtain an explicit
orthonormal basis of the space L2T ðmÞ ¼ spf1^ð0;t : jtjpTg. This idea is explained very
brieﬂy in Dym and McKean [8, Section 6.11]. For completeness we include a proof
of the following result.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that 0oTo
R l
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy. Let   oo	1oo0 ¼ 0oo1o   
be the real-valued zeros of the function o 7!BðxðTÞ;oÞ. The collection fKT ðon; Þ :
n 2 Zg is an orthogonal basis of L2T ðmÞ. Each function c 2 L2T ðmÞ can be expanded as
cðlÞ ¼
X
n2Z
cðonÞ
KT ðon; lÞ
KT ðon;onÞ
,
the convergence taking place in L2ðmÞ.
Proof. For n; m 2 Z we have, by the reproducing property of KT ,
hKT ðon; Þ; KT ðom; Þim ¼ KT ðon;omÞ.
Hence kKT ðon; Þk2m ¼ KT ðon;onÞ, and expression (2.10) implies that the functions
are orthogonal if nam.
We have that L2T ðmÞ ¼ L2ðmT Þ, where mT is the spectral measure of the string with
mass m, length xðTÞ and tying constant k ¼ 1. As explained in Section 2.5, this
means that mT is a measure which only has isolated masses, located at the zeros on of
BðxðTÞ; Þ. Hence, a function c 2 L2T ðmÞ ¼ L2ðmT Þ vanishes if it vanishes at every zero
on. Now suppose that c is orthogonal to every KT ðon; Þ. Then by the reproducing
property, cðonÞ ¼ 0 for every n 2 Z, hence c vanishes in L2T ðmÞ. This shows that the
functions KT ðon; Þ form a complete system.
Since the KT ðon; Þ form a complete orthogonal system, we have
cðlÞ ¼
X
n
hc; KT ðon; Þim
kKT ðon; Þk2m
KT ðon; lÞ
for c 2 L2T ðmÞ. By the reproducing property the inner product appearing in the sum
equals cðonÞ. The squared norm was just shown to be KT ðon;onÞ. &
Let us remark here that it is also possible to produce different orthogonal bases of
L2T ðmÞ, using the zeros of equation (2.6) for different k 2 ½0;1Þ. See Section 6.11 of
Dym and McKean [8]. Theorem 2.10 deals with the case k ¼ 1.
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Given a spectral measure m, Theorem 2.9 describes the RKHS structure of the
space L2T ðmÞ ¼ spf1^ð0;t : t 2 ½	T ; T g  L2ðmÞ. In connection with our study of
stochastic processes, however, we are more interested in the space
LT ¼ spf1^ð0;t : t 2 ½0; T g  L2ðmÞ.
From the simple observation that if c 2L2T , then l 7! expð	ilTÞcðlÞ belongs to
L2T ðmÞ, it easily follows that the reproducing kernel on L2T is given by
S2T ðo; lÞ ¼ eiðl	oÞT KT ðo; lÞ. (3.1)
In this section, we study the structure of the RKHS LT in the case that the mass
distribution function m is smooth. We ﬁrst derive an integral representation of the
reproducing kernel and use it to deﬁne a Fourier-type transform onLT . In addition
we obtain an orthogonal basis of the space LT .
So far, in the presentation of the classical results in Section 2, we either considered
functions of the variable l (or o), which denotes a frequency, or functions of the
variable x (or y), which denotes a location on the string. For our present purposes it
is necessary to replace the location variable x by the time variable t. This change of
variables appeared already implicitly in the preceding section, where we introduced
the inverse xðTÞ of the function TðxÞ deﬁned by (2.1).
In this section, we suppose that the mass distribution function m is continuously
differentiable, its derivative m0 is strictly positive and we have the ﬁnite propagation
speed property
Z l
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy ¼ 1.
Observe that the map t 7!xðtÞ is then differentiable, whence we can deﬁne the
functions a and b by
aðt; lÞ ¼ AðxðtÞ; lÞ; bðt; lÞ ¼ BðxðtÞ; lÞx0ðtÞ. (3.2)
Next, the functions j and V are deﬁned by
jð2t; lÞ ¼ eiltðaðt; lÞ þ ibðt; lÞÞ (3.3)
and
V ð2tÞ ¼ 1
p
mðxðtÞÞ. (3.4)
Note that the assumptions on m imply that V is smooth, strictly increasing, and
V ð0Þ ¼ 0.
The following theorem gives an integral representation for the reproducing kernel
of LT .
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ST ðo; lÞ ¼
Z T
0
jðt; lÞjðt;oÞdV ðtÞ. (3.5)
Proof. Note that (3.1) implies that we have
d
dt
S2tðo; lÞ ¼ eiðl	oÞt
d
dt
Ktðo; lÞ þ iðl	 oÞKtðo; lÞ
 
.
By Theorem 2.9, it follows from a straightforward calculation that
p
d
dt
S2tðo; lÞ ¼ jðt; lÞjðt;oÞ
d
dt
mðxðtÞÞ.
Integration of this identity completes the proof. &
Observe that since jð0; lÞ ¼ 1, it follows from (3.5) that
Stð0; lÞ ¼
Z t
0
jðu; lÞdV ðuÞ. (3.6)
In particular, we have Stð0; 0Þ ¼ Vt.
Corollary 3.2. The subspaces spfST ðo; Þ : o 2 Rg and spfStð0; Þ : t 2 ½0; T g are dense
in LT .
Proof. Suppose that c 2LT is orthogonal to all functions ST ðo; Þ. Then for every
o 2 R
cðoÞ ¼
Z
cðlÞST ðo; lÞmðdlÞ ¼ 0,
hence c vanishes. This shows that the ﬁrst subspace is dense. To prove that the
second one is dense it now sufﬁces to show that for every o 2 R, the function ST ðo; Þ
belongs to spfStð0; Þ : t 2 ½0; T g. It follows from (3.6) that
ST ðo; lÞ ¼
Z T
0
jðt; lÞjðt;oÞdV ðtÞ ¼
Z T
0
jðt;oÞdStð0; lÞ.
This completes the proof. &
Using the result of the preceding theorem we can now introduce a Fourier-type
transform between the spaces L2ð½0; T ; V Þ andLT , the function jðt; lÞ acting as the
Fourier kernel. By putting o ¼ l in (3.5) we see that jð; lÞ 2 L2ð½0; T ; V Þ, so for
f 2 L2ð½0; T ; V Þ the function
Uf ðlÞ ¼
Z T
0
f ðtÞjðt; lÞdV ðtÞ
is well deﬁned, by Cauchy–Schwarz. We have the following result regarding the
linear operator U.
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U	1cðtÞ ¼ d
dV ðtÞ
Z
cðlÞ
Z t
0
jðu; lÞdV ðuÞ
 
mðdlÞ (3.7)
for c 2LT .
Proof. By (3.5) the operator U maps the indicator function 1ð0;t to Stð0; Þ 2
Lt LT . Hence, by linearity, the simple functions in L2ð½0; T ; V Þ are mapped to
spfStð0; Þ : t 2 ½0; T g LT . Moreover, using the preceding theorem it is straight-
forward to verify thatU is an isometry between these two subspaces. Since the simple
functions are dense in L2ð½0; T ; V Þ and spfStð0; Þ : t 2 ½0; T g is dense inLT , we see
that U is indeed an isometry between L2ð½0; T ; V Þ and LT .
Since U is an isometry, its inverse U	1 coincides with its adjoint U. For the
adjoint we haveZ t
0
UcðuÞdV ðuÞ ¼ hUc; 1ð0;tiV
¼ hc;U1ð0;tim
¼
Z
cðlÞStð0; lÞmðdlÞ
for every tX0. By differentiating with respect to t and using (3.6) we obtain the
formula for U	1. &
Observe that if the function c 2LT is such that the order of the differentiation
and integration operations in (3.7) may be reversed, the inversion formula reduces to
U	1cðtÞ ¼
Z
cðlÞjðt; lÞmðdlÞ. (3.8)
In general, however, this integral on the right-hand side does not converge as a
Lebesgue integral, but only in an L2-sense.
We have an explicit expression for the reproducing kernel ST in the spirit of
Theorem 2.9.
Theorem 3.4. We have
ST ðo; lÞ ¼ 2V 0ðTÞ exp i
ðl	 oÞT
2
 
aðT
2
;oÞbðT
2
; lÞ 	 bðT
2
;oÞaðT
2
; lÞ
l	 o .
Proof. Observe that by Theorem 2.9,
Ktðo; lÞ ¼
aðt;oÞbðt; lÞ 	 bðt;oÞaðt; lÞ
px0ðtÞðl	 oÞ .
Differentiation of the identity
t ¼
Z xðtÞ
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy
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2V 0ð2tÞ ¼ d
dt
V ð2tÞ ¼ 1
p
m0ðxðtÞÞx0ðtÞ ¼ 1
px0ðtÞ .
Combination of these expressions with (3.1) yields the theorem. &
Using the results of Section 2.8, we easily obtain an orthogonal basis of LT and
the corresponding sampling formula.
Theorem 3.5. Let   oo	1oo0 ¼ 0oo1o    be the real-valued zeros of the
function bðT=2; Þ. The collection fST ðon; Þ : n 2 Zg is an orthogonal basis of LT .
Each function c 2LT can be expanded as
cðlÞ ¼
X
n2Z
cðonÞ
ST ðon; lÞ
ST ðon;onÞ
.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.10 and (3.1). &4. String and RKHS associated with the fBm
4.1. The string associated with the fBm
In this section, we identify the string associated with the fBm with Hurst index
H 2 ð0; 1Þ. We prove that the spectral measure mH of the fBm is the principal spectral
measure of an inﬁnitely long string with mass distribution CHx
ð1	HÞ=H , for an
explicitly given constant CH , and we give explicit expressions for the eigenfunctions
A; B and D introduced in Section 2.3. We will see in particular that the string
associated with ordinary Brownian motion is the inﬁnitely long string with mass
distribution mðxÞ ¼ 4p2x. This is in fact a known result, cf. e.g. Dym and McKean
[8, Chapter 5]. The results obtained for Ha1=2 are new.
We begin with the observation that just from scaling properties, it follows that the
principal spectral measure of an inﬁnitely long string with power mass function is an
absolutely continuous measure with a power density, and the two powers can be related
explicitly. In probabilistic terms: we will see that it follows from the H-self similarity of
the fBm that the corresponding mass function is some constant times x 7!xð1	HÞ=H .
Theorem 4.1. The principal spectral measure of an infinitely long string with mass
distribution function mðxÞ ¼ cxp for c; p40 is absolutely continuous, and its density is
given by l 7!Cjljðp	1Þ=ðpþ1Þ for some C40.
Proof. The eigenfunction A of the string solves the eigenvalue problem
A00ðx; lÞ ¼ 	l2m0ðxÞAðx; lÞ
(see Section 2.3). Now ﬁx a40 and deﬁne the function F ðx; lÞ ¼ Aðax; lÞ. Since
m0ðaxÞ ¼ ap	1m0ðxÞ, this function satisﬁes
F 00ðx; lÞ ¼ 	 lapþ12
 2
m0ðxÞF ðx; lÞ.
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satisﬁes the same initial conditions F ð0; lÞ ¼ 1 and F 0ð0; lÞ ¼ 0, we have F ðx; lÞ ¼
Aðx; aðpþ1Þ=2lÞ. In other words, the eigenfunctions have the property that
Aðax; lÞ ¼ Aðx; aðpþ1Þ=2lÞ, or Aðx; alÞ ¼ Aða2=ðpþ1Þx; lÞ. Differentiation of the latter
identity yields the relation Bðx; alÞ ¼ að1	pÞ=ð1þpÞBða2=ð1þpÞx; lÞ for the function B
deﬁned in Section 2.3.
These scaling properties of the functions A and B carry over to the odd and even
transforms introduced in Section 2.6. For f 2 L2ðmÞ we have the relation
Tevenf ðalÞ ¼
Z 1
0
Aðx; alÞf ðxÞdmðxÞ
¼
Z 1
0
A a
2
1þpx; l
 
f ðxÞdmðxÞ
¼ a	2p1þp
Z 1
0
Aðx; lÞf a	2=ð1þpÞx
 
dmðxÞ
¼ a	2p1þpTeven ~f ðlÞ,
where ~f ðxÞ ¼ f ða	2=ð1þpÞxÞ. Since k ~f k2
L2ðmÞ ¼ a2p=ð1þpÞkf k2L2ðmÞ, it follows that
kTevenf ðaÞk2L2ðmÞ ¼ a
	4p
1þpkTeven ~f k2L2ðmÞ
¼ pa	4p1þpk ~f k2
L2ðmÞ
¼ pa	2p1þpkf k2
L2ðmÞ
¼ a	2p1þpkTevenf k2L2ðmÞ.
Similar calculations for the odd transform imply that for all f 2 L2½0;1Þ,
kToddf ðaÞk2L2ðmÞ ¼ a	2p=ð1þpÞkToddf k2L2ðmÞ.
Consequently, we have the scaling property
kcðaÞkL2ðmÞ ¼ a	p=ð1þpÞkckL2ðmÞ
for every c 2 L2ðmÞ.
If we take l 2 R and c ¼ 1flg we ﬁnd that for a40,
mðfl=agÞ ¼ kcðaÞk2
L2ðmÞ ¼ a	2p=ð1þpÞkck2L2ðmÞ ¼ a	2p=ð1þpÞmðflgÞ,
which implies that m does not have atoms. Similarly, taking c ¼ 1ð0;1 implies that
mð0; l ¼ l 2p1þpmð0; 1
for all l40. This completes the proof. &
The preceding theorem shows that for the mass distribution mðxÞ ¼ xð1	HÞ=H for
H 2 ð0; 1Þ, the principle spectral measure is given by mðdlÞ ¼ Cjlj1	2H dl for some
constant C40. The following theorem provides the value of the constant and gives
explicit expressions for the functions A, B and D introduced in Section 2.3. The proof
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[28] or Lebedev [16] for background.Theorem 4.2. Let H 2 ð0; 1Þ be given. The measure
mðdlÞ ¼ pH4
H
G2ð1	HÞ jlj
1	2H dl
is the principal spectral measure of the infinitely long string with mass distribution
mðxÞ ¼ x
1	H
H
4Hð1	HÞ .
The corresponding eigenfunctions are given by
Aðx; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ l
2
 H ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p
J	H ðlx 12HÞ,
and
Bðx; lÞ ¼ 	 1
l
A0ðx; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ
2H
l
2
 H
x
1	H
2H J1	H ðlx 12HÞ.
For b 2 R we have
Dðx; ibÞ ¼ 2H
Gð1	HÞ
2
b
 H ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p
K	H ðbx
1
2HÞ.
Here Jn is the Bessel function of the first of order n and Kn is the modified Bessel
function of the second kind of order n.Proof. If mðxÞ ¼ x1	HH =ð4Hð1	HÞÞ, then
m0ðxÞ ¼ 1
4H2
x
1	2H
H
and hence the equations for the function A ¼ Að; lÞ are given by
A00 þ l
2
4H2
x
1	2H
H A ¼ 0; Að0Þ ¼ 1; A0ð0Þ ¼ 0. (4.1)
According to Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [12, Formula 4, Table 8.491, p. 971] (applied
with b ¼ l; g ¼ 1=ð2HÞ and n ¼ 	H) the differential equation is solved by the
function
AðxÞ ¼ c ﬃﬃﬃxp J	H ðlx 12HÞ,
where c is an arbitrary constant. Using the power series expansion of the Bessel
function it is easily veriﬁed that this function also satisﬁes A0ð0Þ ¼ 0, as required.
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Að0Þ ¼ c 2
H
lHGð1	HÞ .
Hence, the requirement Að0Þ ¼ 1 leads to the choice c ¼ lHGð1	HÞ=2H and we ﬁnd
that for this string, the eigenfunctions are given by
Aðx; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ l
2
 H ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p
J	H ðlx 12HÞ.
The expression for B is obtained by using the formula
d
dz
JnðzÞ ¼ n
z
JnðzÞ 	 Jnþ1ðzÞ
(cf. Watson [28, p. 45]) for the Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind.
To derive the expression for D, observe ﬁrst that for l ¼ ib, b 2 R, the solution
Að; ibÞ of (4.1) is given by
Aðx; ibÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ b
2
 H ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p
ei
pH
2 ÞJ	H ðibx
1
2HÞ
¼ Gð1	HÞ b
2
 H ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p
I	H ðbx
1
2HÞ,
where I n is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind of order n. Denoting the
modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind of order n by Kn, we have the Wronskian
relation I nðzÞK 0nðzÞ 	 KnðzÞI 0nðzÞ ¼ 	1=z (see [16, Formula (5.9.5)]). It follows that for
xpy Z y
x
dz
z2I2nðzÞ
¼ KnðxÞ
I nðxÞ
	 KnðyÞ
I nðyÞ
and hence, by the asymptotic properties of Kn and I n (see [16, Formula (5.16.5)]),Z 1
x
dz
z2I2nðzÞ
¼ KnðxÞ
I nðxÞ
.
A straightforward computation now shows that
Dðx; ibÞ ¼ Aðx; ibÞ
Z 1
x
dy
A2ðy; ibÞ ¼
2H
Gð1	HÞ
2
b
 H ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p
K	H ðbx
1
2HÞ.
It is argued in Section 2.5 that for the proof of the formula for m, it sufﬁces to show
that
Dð0; ibÞ ¼ 1
p
Z
R
mðdlÞ
b2 þ l2
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with n ¼ 0 and m ¼ 2	 2H) the right-hand side equals
H4HGðHÞ
b2HGð1	HÞ .
Using Lebedev [16, Formulas (5.16.4) and (5.7.10)], we see that this indeed coincides
with Dð0; ibÞ. &
Recall that the covariance function of an fBm X with Hurst index H 2 ð0; 1Þ is
given by
EX sX t ¼ 12ðt2H þ s2H 	 js	 tj2HÞ
¼
Z
R
1^ð0;tðlÞ1^ð0;sðlÞmH ðdlÞ,
where mH is the spectral measure of the fBm, given by mH ðdlÞ ¼ cH jlj1	2H dl, with
cH ¼
Gð1þ 2HÞ sin pH
2p
(cf. e.g. [29,26]). The preceding theorem yields the following result for mH .
Corollary 4.3. The measure mH is the principle spectral measure of the infinitely long
string with mass distribution
mðxÞ ¼ k
1=H
H
4Hð1	HÞ x
1	H
H ,
where
kH ¼
2p3=2
Gð1	HÞGð1=2þHÞ ¼
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
GðHÞ sin pH
Gð1=2þHÞ .
The associated eigenfunctions are given by
Aðx; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ l
2
 H ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kHx
p
J	H ðlðkHxÞ
1
2HÞ
and
Bðx; lÞ ¼ kHGð1	HÞ
2H
l
2
 H
ðkHxÞ
1	H
2H J1	H ðlðkHxÞ
1
2HÞ.
For b 2 R it holds that
Dðx; ibÞ ¼ 2H
Gð1	HÞkH
2
b
 H ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kHx
p
K	H ðbðkHxÞ
1
2HÞ.
Proof. It is easy to see that if the measure m is the principal spectral measure of the
inﬁnitely long string with mass distribution m, then for c40, the measure cm
corresponds to the inﬁnitely long string with mass distribution c	1mðc	1xÞ, and the
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and cDðc	1x; lÞ, respectively (this is ‘‘Rule 1’’ on [8, p. 265]). &
Observe that in the standard Brownian case H ¼ 1
2
we have k1=2 ¼ 2p. So indeed,
the string associated with ordinary Brownian motion is the inﬁnitely long string with
mass distribution mðxÞ ¼ 4p2x.
4.2. Frequency domain RKHS associated with the fBm
The results of the preceding subsection show that the mass function m of the string
associated with the fBm is smooth, and its density is given by
m0ðxÞ ¼ k
1=H
H
4H2
x
1	2H
H .
This implies in particular that we have the ﬁnite propagation speed propertyZ l
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m0ðyÞ
p
dy ¼ 1,
so all conditions posed in Section 3 are satisﬁed.
To compute the functions a; b;j and V deﬁned by (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4)
in the present case, observe ﬁrst that the function T deﬁned by (2.1) is now
given by
TðxÞ ¼ ðkHxÞ
1
2H ,
so that kHxðTÞ ¼ T2H . Hence, we obtain
aðt; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ lt
2
 H
J	H ðltÞ,
bðt; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ lt
2
 H
J1	H ðltÞ,
jðt; lÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ lt
4
 H
ei
lt
2 J	H
lt
2
 
þ iJ1	H lt
2
  
,
V ðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
23	2HHGð2	HÞGð1=2þHÞ t
2	2H .
The three theorems below are now immediate consequences of the results
for general smooth strings obtained in Section 3. Observe that the statements
are precisely those of, respectively, Dzhaparidze and Van Zanten [11,
Corollary 6.2, Theorems 3.2 and 7.2]. In the latter paper, however, we derived the
results by taking the whitening formula and moving average representation of the
fBm as the starting point. In the present paper, we argue in the opposite direction.
The results for LT are derived from general results for smooth strings, and the
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the next section.
Theorem 4.4. The space LT is a RKHS of entire functions, with reproducing kernel
given by
ST ðo; lÞ
ð4	 4HÞG2ð1	HÞV T
¼ ei
ðl	oÞT
2
olT2
16
 H
J	H ðoT2 ÞJ1	H ðlT2 Þ 	 J1	H ðoT2 ÞJ	H ðlT2 Þ
ðl	 oÞT .
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.4. &
If we let l! o in the preceding expression for the reproducing kernel ST and use
the recurrence formulae for the Bessel function Jn (cf. [28, p. 45]) we see that we have
ST ðo;oÞ
ð2	 2HÞG2ð1	HÞV T
¼ oT
4
 2H
2
T
J	H
oT
2
 
d
do
J1	H
oT
2
 
	 J1	H oT
2
 
d
do
J	H
oT
2
  
¼ oT
4
 2H
J21	H
oT
2
 
þ 4H 	 2
oT
J	H
oT
2
 
J1	H
oT
2
 
þ J2	H
oT
2
  
on the diagonal.
The isometry U takes the following form in the fBm case.
Theorem 4.5. We have an isometry U : L2ð½0; T ; V Þ !LT , given by
Uf ðlÞ ¼ Gð1	HÞ
Z T
0
f ðtÞ lt
4
 H
ei
lt
2 J	H
lt
2
 
þ iJ1	H
lt
2
  
dV ðtÞ.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.3. &
Observe that for H ¼ 1
2
we have jðt; lÞ ¼ expðiltÞ, V ðtÞ ¼ t and Gð1
2
Þ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃpp , so U is
simply the Fourier transform in this case.
Theorem 4.6. Let   oo	1oo0 ¼ 0oo1o    be the real-valued zeros of the Bessel
function J1	H . The collection fST ð2on=T ; Þ : n 2 Zg is an orthogonal basis of LT .
Each function c 2LT can be expanded as
cðlÞ ¼
X
n2Z
cð2on=TÞ
ST ð2on=T ; lÞ
ST ð2on=T ; 2on=TÞ
.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.5. &
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Let X ¼ ðX tÞtX0 be a fractional Brownian motion (fBm) with Hurst index
H 2 ð0; 1Þ. Say the process is deﬁned on the probability space ðO;F;PÞ, and for
some ﬁxed time horizon TX0, deﬁne the linear space HT ¼ spfX t : t 2
½0; T g  L2ðPÞ. The spectral representation
EX sX t ¼ h1^ð0;s; 1^ð0;timH
gives rise to an isometry between HT and LT ¼ spf1^ð0;t : t 2 ½0; T g  L2ðmH Þ,
determined by the relation X t !1^ð0;t. We call this map the spectral isometry.
The spectral representation can be used to deﬁne a stochastic integral with respect
to X of a large class of deterministic integrands. Consider the class of functions
IT ¼ ff 2 L2½0; T  : f^ 2 L2ðmH Þg and endow it with the inner product hf ; giIT ¼
hf^ ; g^imH : Then the spectral representation can be written as EX sX t ¼ h1ð0;s; 1ð0;tiIT :
In particular, the mapping 1ð0;t ! X t extends to a linear map I : IT !HT with the
property that Ið1ð0;tÞ ¼ X t and for f ; g 2 IT ,
EIðf ÞIðgÞ ¼ hf^ ; g^imH .
We denote the random variable Iðf Þ by R f dX or R T0 f ðtÞdX t, and call it the Wiener
integral of f with respect to X. (We note that in general not every element ofHT can be
represented as such an integral, since for H41
2
the space IT is not complete, see [24].)
5.1. Fundamental martingale
For every tX0, deﬁne the random variable Mt 2Ht as the image under the
spectral isometry of the function Stð0; Þ 2Lt. Then in particular, M is adapted to
the ﬁltration generated by the fBm X. From the reproducing property of St it
immediately follows that M has uncorrelated increments, i.e. it is a martingale.
Indeed, for sptpu we have
EX sðMu 	MtÞ ¼ h1^ð0;s; Suð0; ÞimH 	 h1^ð0;s; Stð0; ÞimH
¼ 1^ð0;sð0Þ 	 1^ð0;sð0Þ ¼ 0.
For the variance function of M we have
EM2t ¼ kStð0; Þk2L2ðmH Þ ¼ Stð0; 0Þ ¼ V t.
We will see below that M is the martingale considered for instance by Norros et al.
[21]. In accordance with their terminology, we call M the fundamental martingale.
We wish to show that Mt is in fact a Wiener integral of some deterministic kernel
kt 2 It with respect to the fBm X. In spectral terms, this means we have to show that
Stð0; lÞ is the Fourier transform of some square integrable kernel. By substituting
o ¼ 0 in the formula given in Theorem 4.4 and using the basic property
z	nJnðzÞ !
1
2nGðnþ 1Þ as z! 0 (5.1)
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Stð0; lÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
2HGðH þ 1=2Þ
t
l
 1	H
ei
lt
2 J1	H
lt
2
 
.
To write this as a Fourier transform we use Poisson’s integral representation of the
Bessel function, which reads
JnðzÞ ¼
ðz=2Þn
Gð1=2ÞGðnþ 1=2Þ
Z 1
	1
cosðzxÞð1	 x2Þn	1=2 dx; n4	 1
2
(5.2)
(see e.g. [16, Formula (5.10.2)]). Rather straightforward computations now show
that
Stð0; lÞ ¼ k^tðlÞ,
where
ktðuÞ ¼
u1=2	H ðt	 uÞ1=2	H
2HGð1=2þHÞGð3=2	HÞ ; upt. (5.3)
See for instance the proof of Dzhaparidze and Ferreira [9, Proposition 2.2], where
the computation is carried out in the reverse direction.
Hence, we have arrived at the following well-known theorem (cf. e.g. [20,21,23]).
Theorem 5.1. For tX0, let the kernel kt be defined by (5.3). We have that kt 2 It, and
the process M defined by
Mt ¼
Z t
0
ktðuÞdX u; tX0,
is a martingale with variance function EM2t ¼ V t.
Let us remark (as in [11]) that the Poisson formula also shows that Stð0; Þ can be
expressed in terms of fractional integrals, namely
Stð0; lÞ ¼
1
Gð1=2þHÞ I
3=2	H
0þ ðu1=2	HeiluÞðtÞ. (5.4)
This establishes the well-known connection between the fBm and the fractional
calculus. (See [25] for background on fractional calculus.)
5.2. Moving average representation
It follows from Corollary 3.2 that Ht ¼ spfMu : uptg. In particular, this means
that X t is a linear functional of ðMuÞupt. The aim is now to write
X t ¼
Z t
0
ltðuÞdMu (5.5)
for some explicit kernel lt 2 L2ð½0; t; V Þ. This moving average representation of the
fBm is the converse of Theorem 5.1.
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1^ð0;tðlÞ ¼
Z t
0
ltðuÞdSuð0; lÞ.
By (3.6) we have dSuð0; lÞ ¼ jðu; lÞdV ðuÞ, so that the latter equation is equivalent
with 1^ð0;t ¼ Ult. It follows that (5.5) holds with lt ¼ U	11^ð0;t.
An explicit expression for lt is most easily obtained by using some fractional
calculus. Indeed, it follows from (3.6), (5.4) and fractional integration by
parts that
Gð1=2þHÞUf ðlÞ ¼
Z T
0
eiltt1=2	H ðI1=2	HT	 f ÞðtÞdt, (5.6)
for each f 2 L2ð½0; T ; V Þ for which the fractional integral is well deﬁned. Taking
f ¼ Gð1=2þHÞIH	1=2T	 ðuH	1=21ð0;T ðuÞÞ we obtain Uf ðlÞ ¼ 1^ð0;T ðlÞ. Hence, we have
proved the following theorem (cf. e.g. [20,6,21,23,24]).
Theorem 5.2. For tX0, let the kernel lt be defined by
ltðuÞ ¼ Gð1=2þHÞIH	1=2t	 ðvH	1=21ð0;tðvÞÞðuÞ; upt.
We have that lt 2 L2ð½0; t; V Þ and (5.5) holds for all tX0.
Evaluation of the fractional integral yields the more explicit expression
ltðuÞ ¼ tH	1=2ðt	 uÞH	1=2 	
Z t
u
ðt	 vÞH	1=2 dvH	1=2; upt.
Since M is a continuous Gaussian martingale with bracket hMit ¼ V t, we have
dMu ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V 0u
p
dW u, where W is a standard Brownian motion. Hence, the moving
average representation can be rephrased as follows.
Corollary 5.3. For tX0, let the kernel wt be defined by wtðuÞ ¼ ltðuÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V 0u
p
for upt.
Then (1.1) holds for tX0, with W a standard Brownian motion.
Also observe that the computations above can easily be generalized to more
general integration kernels. For rt 2 It it holds thatZ t
0
rtðuÞdX u ¼
Z t
0
U	1r^tðuÞdMu
¼ Gð1=2þHÞ
Z t
0
I
H	1=2
t	 ðvH	1=2rtðvÞÞðuÞdMu,
provided the fractional integral is well deﬁned. Conversely, (5.6) shows that if
f 2 L2ð½0; t; V Þ and I1=2	Ht	 f exists and also belongs to L2ð½0; t; V Þ, then
Gð1=2þHÞ
Z t
0
f ðuÞdMu ¼
Z t
0
u1=2	H ðI1=2	Ht	 f ÞðuÞdX u.
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We can argue exactly as in Dzhaparidze and Van Zanten [11] to deduce the
following series representation of the fBm from Theorem 4.6.
Theorem 5.4. Let   oo	1oo0 ¼ 0oo1o    be the real-valued zeros of the Bessel
function J1	H . We have
X t ¼
X
n2Z
1^ð0;t
2on
T
 
Zn; tpT ,
where the Zn are independent, centered Gaussian random variables with variance
EjZnj2 ¼
1
ST ð2on=T ; 2on=TÞ
.
With probability one, the series converges uniformly in t 2 ½0; T .
Proof. By Theorem 4.6 we have, for tpT ,
1^ð0;tðlÞ ¼
X
n2Z
1^ð0;t
2on
T
 
ST ð2on=T ; lÞ
ST ð2on=T ; 2on=TÞ
in LT . It follows that for Zn the random variable corresponding to the function
ST ð2on=T ; Þ=ST ð2on=T ; 2on=TÞ under the spectral isometry, the series representa-
tion holds in L2. By the reproducing property, we have
EjZnj2 ¼ 1
S2T ð2on=T ; 2on=TÞ
Z
jST ð2on=T ; lÞj2 mH ðdlÞ ¼
1
ST ð2on=T ; 2on=TÞ
.
The almost sure uniform convergence can be proved using the Itoˆ–Nisio theorem.
See e.g. the proof of Dzhaparidze and Van Zanten [10, Theorem 4.5]. &
The proof of Theorem 5.4 shows that we can just as easily obtain series expansions
of Wiener integrals with respect to the fBm. Indeed, if f 2 IT it holds thatZ T
0
f ðuÞdX u ¼
X
n2Z
f^
2on
T
 
Zn,
with the same Zn as in the statement of the theorem.References
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